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Part One
Story and photos by Aaron Teasdale

Now I see the secret of the making of
the best persons
It is to grow in the open air and to eat
and sleep with the earth.
The brakes squealed under the strain as
our three-person bicycle plummeted down
the wild mountain road. I steered our behemoth around piles of wolf and bear scat,
and my 11-year-old son Silas (on the back
seat of our tandem) and my seven-year-old
son Jonah (on the trailer-bike behind him)
called out “Woohoo!”
As the dirt track plunged into a valley
walled by high, dark peaks, I noticed it
heading unexpectedly south, toward the
no man’s land of the international border
with Montana. We were on one of the
most remote stretches of the Great Divide
Mountain Bike Route (GDMBR), descending from Galton Pass into the rarely traveled Wigwam River Valley in uninhabited
southeastern British Columbia. Had we
missed a turn in our excitement? Were we
descending into a dead-end we’d have to
climb back out of?
A miscue like that would cost us dearly.
Going uphill with the 12-foot-long megabike we called the Teasdale Train was
tough enough; getting it back up this steep
mountainside might break us. In my allencompassing effort to keep our traveling
weight down, I’d carefully packed rations
for the precise number of days we planned
to travel. Pushing back up this hill could
easily add a day to our ride and cost us precious calories we needed to reach our next
food cache. Problem was there wasn’t anyone else to ask, no other map to check, no
way to know for sure except to keep going.
To explain why I’m here, dragging my
kids through howling wilderness, we must
consider the arc of my life as an outdoorsman. First, we can blame my father Harold
who passed on his love of mountains by
taking me backpacking every summer as a
child. Mountain biking the untrammeled
corners of the Western Hemisphere consumed my 20s. In time, backcountry bike
touring combined my passions. Then came
marriage, kids, careers, ostensible maturity,
and a tidy life of comfort and predictability.
You know, settling into the American Dream.
Except it wasn’t my dream. I was never
at ease with that comfort. I figured predictability was for mathematicians. I wanted
to live more vigorously, sleep under the
stars, and explore the untamed corners of
the world. And I wanted to bring my kids
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– Walt Whitman, “Song of the Open Road”

with me. Forget video games, I wanted
them to be tough, skilled, and comfortable
in the wilderness. Life was moving fast and
I knew they wouldn’t be boys for long. Our

Nuts & Bolts: GDMBR
Maps: Adventure Cycling Route Network: adventurecycling.org/routes/great
divide.cfm.
Books: Cycling the Great Divide by
Michael McCoy. This book is in the early
stages of being updated by Adventure
Cycling and the Mountaineers Books but
the estimated availability is late 2013 or
early 2014. The current version can be
purchased at Adventure Cycling’s online
store: adventurecycling.org/store.

time was now.
So, in the first of a series of questionable
moves, I quit my job as an editor for this
magazine and announced that I was taking
my family on the GDMBR for the summer.
Amazingly, no one questioned my sanity.
Never mind that it had never been done, or
that it might not in fact be possible.
The Teasdale Train with the boys on
it weighed around 200 pounds, and they
were only sporadically interested pedalers.
To have even a fool’s chance, we needed to
be ready for any weather, every peril, and
we needed to do it with the least and lightest amount of gear possible.
Applying everything I’d learned from
years of winnowing my touring kit, I ruthlessly minimized our gear to only what we
needed to survive. A fishing pole meant
we could carry less food; handles were
removed from our two shared toothbrush-
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es; chain lube, toothpaste powder, and hot
sauce went into tiny dropper bottles. (And,
yes, I need hot sauce to survive.) After
months of planning, I could fit the gear for
our family of four into a single BOB trailer,
with any extra food and day clothes going
in the tandem’s two panniers.
The plan was to ride from Montana’s
Glacier National Park to Alberta’s Banff
National Park over five weeks, but first we
needed a trial run to ensure the whole idea
wasn’t a fool’s quest. So we set out to ride
from Seeley Lake, Montana, north along a
remote stretch of the GDMBR to see how
far we could get in five days.
As we started out, I made the mistake
of admitting to my wife, Jacqueline, who
was on her own bike and towing the trailer,
that I wasn’t entirely sure we could pull this
off. Jacqueline has the heart of an angel but
wasn’t a mountain biker and had barely
pulled a trailer before. She looked at me
silently for a moment and then, out of earshot
from the boys, said in an accusatory whisper,
“What the hell have you gotten us into?”
We had ridden four miles when things
started falling apart.
When a hill forced us to push the bikes,
Jonah sat down rebelliously in the dirt and
whined, “I’m tired.”
Fortunately, I was prepared for this
very predicament with a secret weapon: a
yummy orange electrolyte drink — with
caffeine.
“Now, guys,” I said, handing it over,
“this is a special energy drink.”
Suddenly, Jonah, all seven years and 50
pounds of him, tilted the bottle back and
chugged it like he’d just been rescued from
the Sahara. Meanwhile, Silas was off banging rocks together trying to make arrow-

A summer night outside. Dinner at the first night’s camp on Morrell Lake in western Montana.

heads. After being told it was time to go
approximately 3,000 more times, Silas put
the rocks in his handlebar bag.
“Nooo,” I said. “I did not just spend
weeks trimming our gear weight so you
could carry rocks.”
Silas started pleading desperately and
I sighed, “I snapped the handles off our
toothbrushes and now you’re going to
carry rocks.”
Jumping back on the bikes, we were
aided greatly by the fact that Jonah had
been transformed into a pint-sized, pedal-pumping lightning bolt on the third
seat. After navigating a root-infested trail
that afternoon — giving warning calls
of “Bump!” so Jonah didn’t springboard
into space; Silas helping Mom push up the
steep hills — we reached the lake where I’d
planned to camp. Jacqueline fired up the
camp stove. The boys cast spinners in the
lake. I pitched the tent in golden mountain
light and it hit me like a sudden victory:
this was the next six weeks.
Two days later, we were walking the
bike up a dirt road, which soon turned to
trail. Somewhere ahead was a mountain
pass we hoped to reach. I’d quickly learned
that pedaling hard up hills was a surefire
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When we finally reached the pass after
two days of pushing, the boys jumped
up and down — “We made the pass! We
made the pass!” — while I sprawled in the
beargrass and examined coal-black clouds
overtaking the sky. I was living out of a
backpack-sized bag in the wilderness with
my wife and two children, we were high on
an exposed mountainside, and the sky was
ready to unleash violence.
“We need to get to lower ground,” I

A different kind of cycle. The boys examine a moose skeleton in the Wigwam River Valley.

across avalanche chutes that afternoon, I
said, “They’re just like us — another family
moving across the mountains.”
Things were going more slowly than I’d
anticipated (I thought we’d be over the pass
and down the other side by now), and my
tired legs may have felt like they were filled
with wet cement at the end of every day,
but we were getting there, even if “there”
was deeper into nowhere.
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announced. “Fast.”
Rain started to fall moments later, but
that was the least of my worries. As we
rolled around a corner, not more than 30
feet away, a grizzly bear stood in the trail.
I grabbed the brake levers of our colossal
bike and, in a motion practiced countless
times, whipped a jumbo canister of bear
spray out of my pack’s side pocket. As the
boys would later revel in telling friends
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and family members, “Then Dad said the
‘S’ word!”
The bear was tiny, which was even
scarier than it being huge. As I scanned
the greenery for sound or movement, there
was only one electric thought in my mind:
Where’s its mother?
A few moments later, Jacqueline — not
the mama I was worried about — rolled
up. I whisper-yelled back to her, “Get your
bear spray out!” as the cub scampered into
the forest. After an adrenalized pause the
four of us started yelling, “No bear, no
bear!” in a full-throated wilderness chorus.
“We come in peace!” Jacqueline pleaded, before we slowly walked down the trail,
bear spray cans in hand, the kids placed
strategically between our bikes and singing, “Bears please don’t eat us!”
Half an hour later, icy rain pelting my
face, I somehow managed to set up the tent
on a mountain ledge without it blowing
away like a kite in the storm. There was
no sense trying to ride in that weather.
As Jacqueline and I cooked in the meager
shelter of stunted, five-foot fir trees, she
confided that Jonah told her the trip was
harder than he thought it would be.
“I think he expected more downhills,”
she said.
“There are four big climbs like this
between us and Banff,” I told her. “And I
needed to see if this whole plan was insane
or not.”
“Well, what’s the verdict?”
We were cooking in a storm; our tent,
with our children inside, was clinging to a
mountainside; and we’d just seen a grizzly
bear.
Before I could answer, Jacqueline turned
back to the stove and said, “We’re insane.”
Potential insanity aside, we’d pulled off
the trial ride. We’d made it over the pass,
we’d learned we were good for about 10

silas teasdale

way to annihilate my legs, so we walked.
To my surprise, the children issued no
complaints. After a couple days out here,
they’d realized it wouldn’t do any good —
we were on our own, there was no warmer/
drier/more comfortable place to go, and
we’d be moving across this mountainside
until we reached a water source and a place
to pitch the tent.
After watching a black bear sow and two
cubs through binoculars as they ambled

Three the hard way. Everybody pitched in getting the Teasdale Train over fallen trees.

miles a day, and we’d avoided a scenic tour
of the inside of a grizzly bear’s stomach.
After a couple days at home fine-tuning
gear, we started our big ride in West
Glacier, Montana. For a week, we pedaled
up the west side of Glacier Park and over
the Whitefish Range to the town of Eureka,
just south of the Canadian border. There,
our friend Todd Tanner gave us a lift in his
truck across the border and up to the summit of Galton Pass, sparing us an impossibly steep, 3,000-foot climb.
“There goes civilization, guys,” I said,
as we watched his pickup disappear down
the road.
“What do you mean?” asked Jonah
innocently.
I couldn’t help but laugh. The little guy
had no idea that when I lay awake at night
wondering if this trip was crazy, this was
the section I pictured.
“Cause we’re not going to see any towns
or stores or anything for 11 days,” I said.
As Jacqueline and I prepared the bikes,
the boys started running around and jumping on each other.
“Guys, stop acting like wild children,” I
said ironically in a tone that clearly implied
afternoon treats were in jeopardy. “We’re
going into really remote country now.”
They looked at me blankly. Hadn’t we
been in remote country for the last two
weeks? I tried again.
“This is a whole other level of remote,
okay. Cars can’t get into this valley. And after
that, we’re going into another valley where
nobody goes because it’s so hard to get to.”
They seemed to be paying attention now
— or at least pretending to.

“If someone gets hurt, there’s no one to
help us, okay?” I said, both sternly and
imploringly. I didn’t know we’d soon be
putting that statement to the test.
We started descending from the pass, our
brakes squealed and I had my moment of
fearing we’d missed a turn and were heading into oblivion. To my great relief, the
road soon swooped through a hairpin turn

and swung back north, the right direction.
As we sped through pungent subalpine fir
forests in a blur, I called out, “Ahhh, smell
that fresh mountain air, boys!”
Fortunately, they were too young to be
cynical and call me a dork. Instead they
cried, “Yeah! Yeah!”
Riding through a patchwork of clearcuts
near the valley bottom, we looked for a hunter’s trail that led down to the Wigwam River.
Its recent discovery by cyclists had allowed
the re-routing of the GDMBR into this valley,
and it had immediately become notorious for
its difficulty. Tire tracks in the dirt tipped
us off, and soon we were moving through
deep forest on an obscure trail and muscling
bikes over downed timber. This wasn’t easy
with Jacqueline’s Tout Terrain and trailer,
but getting the Teasdale Train through that
sylvan obstacle course required heroic levels
of strength and cunning.
As the trail turned into a steep, muddy
sluice and more fallen trees sent us into
Cirque du Soleil-caliber contortions,
Jacqueline asked, “Who made this the
route — Matthew Lee?”
Yes, I explained, a few people pushed for
the re-route, but Lee, Tour Divide champion and lover of the GDMBR, was the
driving force behind it.
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As we battled on, the kids started taking
Lee’s name in vain.
“Did Todd Tanner help make this trail,
too?” Silas asked. I explained that technically
the trail already existed, but that Tanner,
himself a world-class cyclist, had scouted it
to ensure the route was doable. This nuance
was lost on the boys, and even though Tanner
and Lee were cycling heroes to both of them,
they began taking Tanner’s name in vain, too.
Then, after a particularly nasty downed
tree, Silas asked, “Did you help make this
trail too, Dad?”
I was forced to admit that I had, in fact,
from my position in the Adventure Cycling
office, pushed for the re-route. So, a third
name — “Dad!” — was added to the list of
Bike-Riding Adults Who Cannot Be Trusted.
An hour later we emerged, battered and
muddy, into a small clearing by the bank of
the Wigwam River.
“Well, that was exciting!” I called out
to three backcountry fisherman who happened to be on the opposite side of the
river. They watched, eyes widening, as
the Teasdale Train kept coming — first
seat … second seat … third seat — out of
the woods behind me. They were doubletaking when the kids popped out and
bounced around the meadow looking for
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exciting things like rocks and frogs.
“Have you been in here before?” one
of the fisherman called over incredulously,
clearly wondering if he needed to alert
search and rescue.
I casually assured him we were fine and
set to work unpacking our tent and grabbing rain gear as thunder cracked overhead. The fisherman stared for a minute,
shook their heads, and walked away.
“I’ve never been so happy to go to bed
at 9:30,” Jacqueline said as we crawled,
battered and spent, into the tent that night.
“I can’t believe you made that trail,
Daddy,” Jonah said quietly.
“I didn’t … oh, forget it.”
The next two days were spent making
our way along an undulating wilderness
double-track, a family of four with only the
nylon walls of our tent separating us from
the wilderness each night.
“Fancy meeting you here!” I boomed to
my father and stepmother Carol as we rolled
up to the primitive Wigwam campground at
the junction with Ram Creek Road, the first
car-accessible place we’d been since Galton
Pass. They’d driven out from Minnesota to
join us for the ride through the Flathead
Valley, where we were headed next. He may
have been 67, but my dad was still as gung-
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ho as ever, and I couldn’t resist the chance
to bring us all together in a tri-generational
family bike caravan. That and I needed his
help carrying the food.
There were smiles and hugs, and the
kids ran around playing with Grandpa
while I set up the tent and promptly fell
into a coma. I was glad for the opportunity to rest before the next day and what
I anticipated to be the trip’s biggest challenge. From our campsite, the ride to Cabin
Pass was 16 miles with over 2,300 feet of
climbing. I figured it would take us two
solid days of pushing.
“We’re going to climb for two days until
we get waaaay up in the highest mountains, and then we’ll camp where you’ll see
snow,” I said to the boys the next morning. I expected mutiny, but instead they
surprised me again. Gobbling strawberries
alongside a road that felt like a private
bike path, they cheerfully helped me push
while identifying the emerging peaks of
the MacDonald Range — one a Star Wars
battleship, one a poodle, another a wolf’s
tooth.
By the end of the day, fueled by strawberries and wonder, we’d somehow covered 13 miles. Thoroughly used up, we
devoured freeze-dried stroganoff around a

campfire and watched the sunset light the
sky ablaze. Everyone was in awe, but little
Jonah, practically falling asleep sitting up,
said it best, “It’s like the beauty is spreading across the mountains and sky.”
After our Herculean effort, the threemile push to Cabin Pass came easy the next
day. We pitched tents in a sun-blasted
patch of roadside gravel that made up in
scenery and strawberries what it lacked in
shade and charm. Determined to get to the
snow I’d promised, I led the boys up a welldefined mountain-goat trail to an alpine
cirque where we took turns sliding down
a snowfield. The others were specks below,
but no matter how vigorously we waved
and yelled, they didn’t see us.
After tucking the boys into their sleeping
bags and reading them our bedtime book,
The Hobbit, I took a short stroll. When I
reached the goat trail, a pair of the galloping
white beasts nearly ran me over. A full moon
rose over the southern treetops as I told the
others how unexpectedly intimidating mountain goats were at close range.
Grandpa laughed, and before we went
to bed he said, “Thanks for inviting us,
Aaron. This is a special trip.”

A smarter way. Long mountain climbs were sometimes better tackled on foot.

As usual, I woke the boys that night for
a midnight pee, our tactic for avoiding one
of our greatest fears — a wet sleeping bag.
Normally groggy, as the boys stepped into
a night aglow they sprang to life as if the
moonlight was liquid adrenaline.
“I can find strawberries!” Silas said.
“I can see the shadow of me peeing!”
Jonah cried.

As I lay in our tent that night, everyone
asleep, a deep sense of satisfaction settled
over me. I may have been exhausted, I may
have been sharing a toothbrush, and I may
not have had any underwear, but we were
actually pulling this trip off. I don’t know
if you can sleep with a smile on your face,
but if you can, I did that night.
“Are you guys ready for a huuuuuuge
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So I pressed it — five times, just to be sure.
Then I got on Grandpa’s bike and said,
“I’m going to get the Prius. It’s going to
take me a couple of hours to get back, but
it might take search and rescue a lot longer
than that. I’ll go as fast as I can.”
Carol had tears in her eyes. The boys
were rubbing Grandpa’s back as he sat in
roadside shade and asked where we were.
I turned and stomped on those pedals with
everything I had and climbed back to the
pass. Terrible thoughts swirled through my
head. People die from head injuries, right?
What if I never saw my dad alive again?
It was agonizing, but there was only one
thing I could do. I wiped a few tears from
my cheeks, got to the pass faster than any
bike racer, and streaked down that mountain road toward my Dad’s car like his life
depended on it.
Looking good. Harold Teasdale on the climb
to Cabin Pass in the Canadian Flathead.

messenger with an SOS button designed to
beckon local search and rescue. I’d never used
it and was hesitant to press it. Carol wasn’t.
“You’re pressing that button,” she commanded.

Open Road Gallery

a BEAR in the night
by Madeline McKiddy Photograph by Greg Siple

For the conclusion to the times and travails of
the Teasdale clan on the GDMBR, don’t miss
the August/September issue.
Former Adventure Cyclist magazine deputy editor
Aaron Teasdale is a freelance writer, editor, photographer, and adventurer. You can learn more about him at
aaronteasdale.com.
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downhill?” I boomed in my best monster
truck announcer’s voice the next morning
as we prepared for the 11-mile descent into
the Flathead Valley.
“Yeah! Woohoo!” the kids cried, practically bouncing off their seats with excitement. They’d earned this descent.
My fingers released the brake levers and
gravity took hold as the Teasdale Train led
the way on a plunging dirt corridor down
the mountains. After careening to a stop
to let a wayward grouse cross the road, we
waited for the others to catch up — except
they never came. After waiting for too
many minutes, the boys and I left our bike
and walked back up. Around a turn, there
was Grandpa, his bike on its side, with
Carol and Jacqueline brushing him off.
He’d crashed when his trailer caught in a
wheel rut, Jacqueline said. He was scuffed
up but seemed okay. Then he looked back
at his bike and said, “Where did this happen? Did this happen right here?”
Carol and I exchanged “oh no” looks.
Then I noticed the dent on his helmet. My
stomach dropped. Grandpa started asking
what day it was. We were in the middle of
nowhere, and my dad had a head injury.
Fortunately, we also had a SPOT GPS

Starting in Charleston, South
Carolina, he travelled up the coast to Virginia, hopped on the Transam to Astoria, Oregon, and then
took the Pacific Coast down to San Francisco.
Now a new law student, William says,“I get spontaneous images from the trip. The coastal cliffs
of Oregon, the view of the sunrise over rock cliffs in Wyoming, the lush Greenbrier River Valley in
West Virginia, the view of the dunes at Cape Hatteras … and every time [I remember], I pause, savor
it, and am filled with a deep inner peace, at least for a moment.”
But what would an adventure be without moments plagued by doubt or fear? William recalls a
particular night in Missouri spent off the beaten path at a beautiful primitive campsite. Although
he had tried to be bear conscious, William got caught up in the beauty of the countryside, forgot
his diligence, and brought everything into his tent. Falling asleep in his small bivy, head pillowed
on his panniers, everything seemed the height of peace — until he was awoken in the middle of the
night by loud animal sounds just behind him.
“My first thought was ‘there’s a bear right behind me and I’m literally using my food as a pillow’” William remembers. He sat frozen in fear listening to the noises for a few moments before
deciding to unzip and throw his food out of the tent. Slowly unzipping his tent, garnering his courage, William threw the food from his bivy and whipped around, hoping to catch sight of the bear
silhouetted by the bright full moon.
“There was a herd of a dozen wild horses staring me in the face, snorting and stamping. When I
made a move toward them, they all took off galloping, thundering back into the forest.”

William Weber remembers his cross-country trip with pleasure.

COMING TO THEATERS
ANCHOR POINT, ALASKA
A visually stunning adventure by bike. Join in as the creators
of Ride The Divide take you on an adventure that will leave you
with a desire to chart your own course…

From Adventure Cycling’s National Bicycle Touring Portrait Collection. © 2012 Adventure Cycling Association.
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